Състезание „Аз общувах с Европа”

II клас

Училище: ................................................................. клас: ............................
Име, презиме, фамилия: .................................................................

1. Choose and circle.
   a baby  a doctor  a bag  a duck
   children  parrots  numbers  an ant
   a cat  a giraffe  a nose  a van
   a kangaroo  a monkey  a juice  a butterfly

2. Choose and write the right colour.

   purple  yellow  pink  green  white  blue  red

   The sun is ___________.
   The sky is ___________.
   The trees are ___________.
   The roses are ___________.
   The clouds are ___________.
   The violets are ___________.
   The pig is ___________.
   What’s your favourite colour?  ______________________.
3. Find 10 colours and write.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \text{red}
  \item \text{blue}
  \item \text{yellow}
  \item \text{green}
  \item \text{black}
  \item \text{purple}
  \item \text{brown}
  \item \text{orange}
  \item \text{white}
  \item \text{pink}
\end{itemize}

4. Draw a line to match each word with the correct part of the body.

- head
- arm
- leg
- foot
- ear

\begin{itemize}
  \item nose
  \item eye
  \item hand
  \item mouth
  \item knee
\end{itemize}

5. Write.

How old is Ahmed?
He's _______________________.

How old is Kate?
__________________________.

How old is Ivan?
__________________________.

How old are you?
__________________________.
6. Choose and write.

Where is the book? It is **in** the bag.
Where is the armchair? It is _________ the TV.
Where is the ball? It is _________ the door.
Where is the picture? It is _________ the wall.
Where is the bag? It is _________ the table.

7. Circle and write **Is this / Are these**

Are these cats? ___________________________?

Are these birds? ___________________________?

Are these bees? ___________________________?

Are these rabbits? ___________________________?

Are these pigs? ___________________________?

Are these balloons? ___________________________?
8. Write the words in the correct order.

your / book / open / .

is / this / what / ?

colour / your / car / is / what / ?

you / here / are / .

thank / fine / you.

Open your book.

_________________________?

_________________________?

_________________________.

_________________________.

9. Look at the pictures and write the words.

10. Match.

What’s your name?

How old are you?

How many skateboards are there?

Is this a zebra?

Has he got a yo-yo?

Where are the flowers?

What colour is it?

There are seven.

Yes, he has.

My name’s Andy.

It’s orange.

I’m eight.

Yes, it is.

They’re in the vase.
11. Match the letters.

![Daisy flowers with letters]

12. Write the letters in the right order.

- onom _______________
- orotb _______________
- braze _______________
- nepal _______________

13. Write the numbers.

1. This is the kitchen.
2. This is the sitting room.
3. This is the bedroom.
4. This is the dining room.
5. This is the bathroom.
6. This is the stair.
14. Write the numbers in word.

9  5  1  7  8  2  4  6  3

nine  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____